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OUR PLAN

A more global field and 
industry can shift 
machine learning to be 
more general.

GLOBAL AI

Research in technology and 
society be done together: 
so deepen a sociotechnical 
AI research portfolio.

SOCIOTECHNICAL AIML & EARTH SYSTEMS

Generative models and 
research in the Earth 
Systems create all the 
pathways to impact we 
want.

Shakir Mohamed



WORLDS IN  
THE MAKING01

Title from Svante Arhenius’s 1908 book where the problem of global heating was first investigated. Cover: Project Gutenberg



Earth System Models

Atmospheric circulation & radiation

Plant ecology &  
land use

Land physics & 
hydrology

Ocean ecology & 
biogeochemistry

Ocean Circulation

Sea ice

Interactive CO2

The Earth System is a 

representation of all the 

processes on our planet. 

Typically we can 

represent the earth 

system using the physical 

equations that represent 

the state of the world.
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Forecasting Timescales

High-resolution 
(100m-1km) 
predictions of 
variables up to 2 
hours ahead.

NOWCASTING

Global forecasts 
(10-80km) of 
atmospheric state 
up to 10 days head.

MEDIUM-
RANGE

1-3 months

SUBSEASONAL 
TO SEASONAL

10 years

DECADAL

100 years

CLIMATE
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Nowcasting



www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/weather/observations-research/raindrops-and-radar
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MNIST 
Sample

ImageNet 
Sample

● Met Office RadarNet4 Data 

● Every 5 minutes, 288/day 

● 1536 x 1280 pixels at 1km x 1km grids 

● Data from 2016-2020

Focus on heavy rain that is of specific 
interest to operational meteorologists: 
more rare,  but where protection of life 
and property is high priority.

UK Radar Data

Shakir Mohamed



UK: 20190730 1515

Target DGMR

Shakir Mohamed

Deep Generative Models of Rain



Deep Generative 
Model of Rain

Context 
Past 20mins

Nowcast 
Next 90mins

Paper: Skillful precipitation nowcasting using deep generative models of radar.

Shakir Mohamed



24/06/2019 at 16:15 

● Important (and difficult) to predict 
convective cells

● Difficult case chosen by the Chief Forecaster 
who is independent of the project team.

Shakir Mohamed



Traditional Nowcasting

24/06/2019 at 16:15 
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https://youtu.be/snCo0Z0dt-k 

Shakir Mohamed

https://youtu.be/snCo0Z0dt-k


Deterministic Outputs

24/06/2019 at 16:15 
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Pointwise Probabilistic Outputs
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Our Method
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24/06/2019 at 16:15 
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Target DGMR
US-East: 20190415 0930
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FIX THIS

Intercomparison Postage stamp plots to assess sample spread and uncertainty



Critical Success Index (CSI)
CSI allows us to measure location accuracy of the forecast at various rain rates, and is a 
single summary of binary classification performance that rewards both precision and recall.

<latexit sha1_base64="xY9KeHiHiD0dmQVK0nScc+n56bA=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiCWGZKfWyEYkF0IxX7gnYomTTThmYeJBmhDPMjbvwVNy4UceFG/Bsz0wG19cBNDufcS3KPHTAqpGF8aXPzC4tLy7mV/Ora+samvrXdFH7IMWlgn/m8bSNBGPVIQ1LJSDvgBLk2Iy17VE381j3hgvpeXY4DYrlo4FGHYiSV1NPL1btreA670uEIR/VarAoewsv0uIl/LKdnxlHpCCZ3Ty8YRSMFnCVmRgogQ62nf3T7Pg5d4knMkBAd0wikFSEuKWYkzndDQQKER2hAOop6yCXCitLtYrivlD50fK7KkzBVf09EyBVi7Nqq00VyKKa9RPzP64TSObMi6gWhJB6ePOSEDEofJlHBPuUESzZWBGFO1V8hHiIVhlSB5lUI5vTKs6RZKponxePbcqFykcWRA7tgDxwAE5yCCrgCNdAAGDyAJ/ACXrVH7Vl7094nrXNaNrMD/kD7/AZT9Z8B</latexit>

CSI = TP
TP+FP+FN = f1

2�f1

CSI doesn’t account for all the ways a model can make predictions 
or can ‘cheat’ in making predictions (e.g., by blurring).

Shakir Mohamed



Power Spectral Density (PSD)
PSD measures how power is distributed across a range of spatial frequencies 
in each model’s forecasts and to compare the spectrum with observed data.

After 30mins, other models make predictions at a resolution on 8x8km, whereas the generative approach 
maintains predictions at the resolution of the data.

Shakir Mohamed



Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS)
CRPS is a proper scoring rule for univariate distributions, which we use to score the 
per-grid-cell marginals of a model’s predictive distribution against observations.

Also show pooled versions, which are scores on neighbourhood aggregations that show whether a prediction is 
consistent across spatial scales.

Shakir Mohamed
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Relative Economic Value
 Shows the relative economic value in the decision to take, or not to take, a 
precautionary action in response to different rainfall thresholds.

Shakir Mohamed

This evaluation uses a cost-loss decision model. If we take precautions we incur a fixed cost C; if we 
don’t and a weather event occurs, we incur a loss L. We can compute the value which is the ratio of 
expenses for the forecast versus a perfect forecast. Value is only a function of C/L.



Expert Judgements

Participant Comments 

“I like things to look slightly realistic even if they’re not in the right place so that I can put some of my own 
physics knowledge into it.” 

“I would prefer the model to underdo intensities but get a much better spatial variation” 

“This looks much higher detail compared to what we’re used to at the moment. I’ve been really 
impressed with the shapes compared with reality. I think they’re probably better than what we’re 
currently using. The shapes in particular, some of them do look really high resolution”

Shakir Mohamed

Worked with expert meteorologists 
who work in the 24/7 operational 
forecasting centre. Developed a two 
stage assessment to understand 
quality and value.



+ Reliability diagram 
+ Rank histogram 
+ Fraction skill score 
+ Expert assessments

Forecast Quality, Consistency & Value

Paper: Skillful precipitation nowcasting using deep generative models of radar.



Global 
Forecasting

Shakir Mohamed



Medium-Range Weather Forecasting
Task: Predict atmospheric state at 6 hour intervals for the next 10 days, at high resolution.

A location (or “pixel”) in this grid is a column that 
contains: 

• 5 surface variables (incl. 2m temperature, 10m 
winds, precipitation, sea-level pressure) 

• 6 atmospheric variables each at 37 vertical 
pressure levels (incl. geopotential, temperature, 
wind, humidity) 

• 227 variables per grid point and a total of 
235,000 targets at any point.

Shakir Mohamed



ECMWF Forecast Data
Atmospheric reanalysis combines past weather 
observations from a range of sources with 

model information to provide a complete and 

consistent record of meteorological conditions.

www.ecmwf.int/en/newsletter/147/news/era5-reanalysis-production

ECMWF produce several data sets. Two we use: 
• HRES: A deterministic forecast called HRES, 

and an ensemble forecast called ENS.  

• ERA 5: A reanalysis dataset called ERA5 from 
1979-present at 0.25deg resolution.

Shakir Mohamed



Scorecards summarise differences in performance between models across multiple attributes.

Blue: GraphCast better, Red: HRES better

Geopotential East-west wind Specific humidity

Temperature North-south wind Surface temperature

Surface east-west wind

Surface north-south wind

Mean sea-level pressure

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 
Lead time (days)

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 
Lead time (days) 1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10 

Lead time (days)

Performance Scorecard

Shakir Mohamed

Paper: GraphCast: Learning skillful medium-range global weather forecasting 

GraphCast is better on 90% of 2760 targets. 



Machine Learning  
Weather Predictions

RMSE: Geopotential at 500 RMSE: 

RMSE (relative): RMSE (relative): 2m 

Shakir Mohamed

ML predictions we can outperform operational forecasts.
Paper: GraphCast: Learning skillful medium-range global weather forecasting 



• Better precipitation forecasts, which is a key priority since 
most models are weak here. 

• Seasonal and decadal forecasting, which have been so poor 
historically that there are few applications.  

• Downscaling that allows higher-resolution processes to be 
represented from lower resolution simulation. 

• Medium-range forecasting in renewables and net-zero. 

• Causal methods for detection and attribution of significant 
events. 

• Addressing biases in climate models, improving 
uncertainty, data sharing and distributed computation M
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DREAMSCAPES  
OF MODERNITY02

Title from Sheila Jasanoff and Sang-Hyun Kim’s 2015 book that helps develop a sophisticated understanding of  research and the politics of science and technology. Cover: Univ. Chicago Press



Equity in 
Forecasting



Shakir Mohamed

From: NOAA 
Climate.gov



Sociotechnical Systems

Our technical work is deeply 
intertwined with our social world, 
and rarely separable.

Shakir Mohamed



Asks us to adjust the conceptual apertures we use in our work

Ask our technical and 
engineering work to 
account for a wider and 
more expansive set of 
considerations

Bringing focus and 
manageability to the 
seeming vastness of 
social considerations

Shakir Mohamed



Community & Cooperation

Governance & Accountability

Deployment & 
Commercialisation

Research & InnovationA
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Data 
debiasing

Fairness

Environmental Impacts

Documentation 
Practices

Limitations

Humanities and 
sociology

Research 
Institutes

Data Sharing
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Privacy 
and 

consent

Research 
Ethics 

committees

Audits Red 
teams

Bug 
bounty

Codes of conduct

LicencesWatermarking & 
provenance

Oversight Interoperability

Workers rights Cultural inclusion

Standards

Compliance Certification

Regulation

Rights to science
Citizens 

Jury
Citizen 
science

Co-design

Diversity & 
equity

Community & 
capacity building

Protected 
disclosures

SDGs
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Participatory AI



Paper: Power to the People? Opportunities and Challenges for Participatory AI. 

Shakir Mohamed

The ways that broader communities of people, 
especially of those most vulnerable, are involved in 
technology design 

Participation means including people in the design 
of our methods, and being open to changing what 
we work and how we work, based on their input.

PARTICIPATION



• Establishing more participatory and community-centred 
work to showcase and enable their effective use  

• More work on human-AI interactions and evaluations. 

• More historical and decolonial work that continues to 
provide public memory for the need for a high degree of 
rigour. 

• New instantiations of social safety and care that are tied to 
broad-scope impact assessments and release strategies. 

• Evolving practices for documentation, standards and 
testing, verification and monitoring, data rights and 
sovereignty, and social and democratic influence.M
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THE HUMAN 
CONDITION03

Title from Hannah Arendt’s 1958 book that is a critical view of science; and concerned with the vital role of our action in the societies we live in. Cover: Univ. Chicago Press



Empirical Likelihood



Testing Problem
Check whether the mean of an unknown distribution P is equal to a known constant c

n data points 
<latexit sha1_base64="/YIoK5+eTxB1zzfghHnek2B48WQ=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeBcYuFhUSU5UgXmMFC2NB9CE1oXIcp7XqOJHtIFVRBxZ+hYUBhFj5CDb+BqftAC1HsnR8zr269x4/4Uxp2/62CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9k55d6+l4lQS2iQxj2XHx4pyJmhTM81pJ5EURz6nbX94lfvtByoVi8WdHiXUi3BfsJARrI3UK1fcCOuBH2ZkjFwm0PTrZ7fj+6BXrto1ewK0SJwZqcIMjV75yw1ikkZUaMKxUl3HTrSXYakZ4XRcclNFE0yGuE+7hgocUeVlkyPG6NAoAQpjaZ7QaKL+7shwpNQo8k1lvqOa93LxP6+b6vDCy5hIUk0FmQ4KU450jPJEUMAkJZqPDMFEMrMrIgMsMdEmt5IJwZk/eZG0jmvOWe305qRav5zFUYQKHMAROHAOdbiGBjSBwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufUxLC9asZx/+wPr8Acv+mDU=</latexit>

c 2 Rd
Mean condition
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P⇡(x) =
nX

i=1

⇡iI[xi=x]Weighted distribution
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i

⇡i = 1,⇡i � 0
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i

⇡iLikelihood

Empirical distribution

Objective
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min
{⇡|

P
i ⇡i=1,⇡i�0}

D[P̂nkP⇡] s.t.
X

⇡ixi = c

Shakir Mohamed

Paper:Understanding Deep Generative Models with Generalized Empirical Likelihoods 



Generalised Empirical Likelihood (GEL)
General moment condition

<latexit sha1_base64="6BmpBQKPqyHvtxM7DvyAIUYvg5Q=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0Wom5KILxChKILLCvYBTQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQr7Djb/ixoUi7sSNf+OkzUJbDwwczjmXuff4MaNSWda3UVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3NrfM7Z22jBKBSQtHLBJdH0nCaEhaiipGurEgiPuMdPzRde53HoiQNArv1TgmLkeDkAYUI6Ulz7QdjtTQ99ObzEu70JGUw6aXOjHNsh6vdS8gPnThJZzGgtTKPLNq1a0J4DyxC1IFBZqe+en0I5xwEirMkJQ924qVmyKhKGYkqziJJDHCIzQgPU1DxIl008lpGTzQSh8GkdAvVHCi/p5IEZdyzH2dzDeUs14u/uf1EhWcuykN40SREE8/ChIGVQTznmCfCoIVG2uCsKB6V4iHSCCsdJsVXYI9e/I8aR/V7dP6yd1xtXFV1FEGe2Af1IANzkAD3IImaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9NoyShmdsEfGF8/zEegFQ==</latexit>

EX⇠P⇡ [m(X; c)] = 0

Generalised Empirical 
Likelihood (GEL)
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min
{⇡|

P
i ⇡i=1,⇡i�0}

D[P̂nkP⇡] s.t. EX⇠P⇡ [m(X; c)] = 0

Use to identify examples not represented by the model 

Shakir Mohamed

Paper:Understanding Deep Generative Models with Generalized Empirical Likelihoods 



Fairness and 
Participation



Medical and other data represent people

Knowing legal gender or self-identified race or age becomes the basis of fairness analyses.

Shakir Mohamed

Paper: Fairness for Unobserved Characteristics: Insight from Impacts on Queer Communities 



Diverse groups of researchers have the capacity to both use 
their life experiences in combination with technical expertise 
to explore solutions for questions like that of unobserved 
characteristics, and to encourage others to work on them.



Queer Fairness
Assessing fairness for unobserved characteristics

Paper: Fairness for Unobserved Characteristics: Insight from Impacts on Queer Communities 

Shakir Mohamed

Find ways for different types of 
communities, those who are marginalised, 
and those who are most vulnerable, to 
become part of addressing the problem.

REUSABLE 
METHODOLOGY

Privacy; Censorship; Inclusive language; 
Fighting Online abuse; Health; Mental 
Health; Employment

Several Areas of 
Vulnerability



AI for Everyone?

How technology can support 
society and culture, rather 
than becoming an instrument 
of cultural oppression and 
colonialism.

INTERCULTURAL 
ETHICS

Power in strengthening varied 
forms of political community, 
who can create new forms on 
understanding and elevate 
intercultural dialogue.

POLITICAL 
COMMUNITY

Paper: Decolonial Theory as Sociotechnical Foresight 
in AI 

Shakir Mohamed
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2018, Stellenbisch, South Africa
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2019, Nairobi, Kenya
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2023,Acca, Ghana
2-8 September



WRAP UP04

Title from Svante Arehenius’s 1908 book where the problem of global heating was first investigated. Cover image: Project Gutenberg



An expanded view of what is 
within our responsibilities 
that infuses our work with 
social purpose.

YOUR SOCIAL 
PURPOSE

Develop a view of the 
sociotechnical stack, 
intervene where you best can, 
and support richer 
participation in AI.

RECLAIM YOUR 
AGENCY

Support for grassroots 
transformation and wider 
ownership of AI is working. 
Keep doing more.

GLOBAL  
AI

Shakir Mohamed



Some Resources

Shakir Mohamed



Machine 
Learning with  
Social Purpose
Shakir Mohamed
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